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	An examination of how curriculum choices can perpetuate White supremacy, and radical strategies for how schools and teacher education programs can disrupt and transform racism in education

	

	When racist curriculum “goes viral” on social media, it is typically dismissed as an isolated incident from a “bad” teacher. Educator Bree Picower, however, holds that racist curriculum isn’t an anomaly. It’s a systemic problem that reflects how Whiteness is embedded and reproduced in education. In Reading, Writing, and Racism, Picower argues that White teachers must reframe their understanding about race in order to advance racial justice and that this must begin in teacher education programs.

	

	Drawing on her experience teaching and developing a program that prepares teachers to focus on social justice and antiracism, Picower demonstrates how teachers’ ideology of race, consciously or unconsciously, shapes how they teach race in the classroom. She also examines current examples of racist curricula that have gone viral to demonstrate how Whiteness is entrenched in schools and how this reinforces racial hierarchies in the younger generation.

	

	With a focus on institutional strategies, Picower shows how racial justice can be built into programs across the teacher education pipeline—from admission to induction. By examining the who, what, why, and how of racial justice teacher education, she provides radical possibilities for transforming how teachers think about, and teach about, race in their classrooms.
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Microsoft Windows Home Server Unleashed (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	This is the most comprehensive, practical, and useful guide to Windows Home Server, including Microsoft’s major updates in PowerPacks 1, 2, and 3. Top Windows expert Paul McFedries brings together tips, techniques, and shortcuts available nowhere else and presents them all in plain English for every Windows Home...
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eBay Application DevelopmentApress, 2004

	You HOLD IN YOUR HANDS one of the first books devoted solely to creating software

	applications that incorporate the eBay Marketplace. By applying the information

	in this book, you're joining a community of thousands of software developers who

	are taking the promise of distributed Web services and putting them into action to...
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Professional J2EE Programming with BEA WebLogic ServerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Despite its wordy title, Professional Java 2 Enterprise Edition with  BEA WebLogic Server actually is one of the better books that you can get for  learning JSP-based programming with Java and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs). By  highlighting practical matters--including setting up and running the popular BEA  WebLogic Server, and benchmarking...
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VPNs Illustrated : Tunnels, VPNs, and IPsecAddison Wesley, 2005
Virtual private networks (VPNs) based on the Internet instead  of the traditional leased lines offer organizations of all sizes the promise of  a low-cost, secure electronic network. However, using the Internet to carry  sensitive information can present serious privacy and security problems. By  explaining how VPNs actually...
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Principles of Compilers: A New Approach to Compilers Including the Algebraic MethodSpringer, 2011

	The compiler is one of the most important aspects of system software. When
	any computer user develops a computer program, one must use some programming
	language, rather than using a computer instruction set. This implies
	that there must be the compiler of the programming language that
	has been installed on the computer one uses, and...
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Create Your Own Hedge Fund: Increase Profits and Reduce Risks with ETFs and Options (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
"Options writing made simple for the layman."
    —James Altucher, author of Trade Like a Hedge Fund    

"One of the clearest explanations of how to use options as they were originally intended: as a component of an overall strategy in conjunction with other positions."
    —Robert V. Green,...
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